The Vital O2 Inhalation
Concentrated oxygen + oxygen-activating negative IONs

The multifunctional beauty machine with
concentrated oxygen and active IONs

Use of the patented technology of IONised and
thus activated oxygen enables short but effective
inhalation times to be achieved.
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Inhalation improves the oxygen supply of the
body through to cell level and has a performanceenhancing and invigoratingly beneficial effect on
body and mind.
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Along with finishing treatment, vital inhalation
with IONised oxygen for instance provides a
demonstrably invigorating physical feeling.
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Areas of application:
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» In addition to finishing treatment or mask
» Fitness, wellness, anti-ageing and spa
» Lack of physical and mental energy, feeling generally unwell,
sleep disturbance and tiredness
» Everyday industrial & environmental stresses
An inhalation time of 20-45 minutes, once or twice a week with
around 10 administrations is recommended.
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Result:
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The extra oxygen enhances physical and mental performance
and can also lead to increased concentration and memory
capacity.
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Furthermore, blood circulation and energy supply are
increased throughout the body. This means that the body’s
immune defence is stabilised and sustainably boosted.
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Win new customers & extend your beauty programme:
» Cosmetic treatments that penetrate more deeply
O2
» Microfine distribution of cosmetics
- ION
» Skin massage & wellness for the face
O2
» Vitalizing oxygen inhalation with IONs
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The O2 Pulse Pressure
Deep skin penetration + concentrated oxygen
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Penetration depths
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The O2 Brusher
Mikrofine atomisation + concentrated oxygen

The O 2 Pulse Pressure
Syringe
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The multifunctional beauty machine with
concentrated oxygen and active IONs

Cream
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The patented O2 Pulse Pressure applicator’s
computer control enables gentle and consistent
oxygen impulses to be used for demonstrable
penetration of the epidermis - through to the
basal membrane.
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Active ingredients and cosmetics can be efficiently
worked into the skin as required. In addition to the
relaxing skin massage effect, this means a
deposit within the skin can be built up, which
provides it with a sustainable supply of active
ingredients and oxygen.
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Through microfine nebulisation with concentrated oxygen and
continuous jet control, the O2 Brusher allows optimum distribution
of beauty serums over the skin surface.
The O2 Brusher enables contactless application of serums or
cosmetics, as required.
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Areas of application:

Areas of application:

» Deeply penetrating wrinkle treatment
» General improvement of complexion, e.g. for pale, pallid, tired,
sun-damaged skin, as well as smokers’ skin
» For relaxing massage of irritated or stressed skin

» Contactless applications of liquid active ingredients or cosmetics
» Microfine and even distribution
» For soothing irritated skin after fruit acid peeling &
microdermabrasion
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Result:
After just a few applications, you can already see the result: naturally
elastic and wrinkle-free skin. Improved elasticity of the skin
strengthens the connective tissue and makes the dermal tissue
structure more uniform. Skin circulation is also optimised through
the combination with concentrated oxygen.

Result:

The gentle oxygen spray technology distributes active ingredients
evenly over the skin surface. The concentrated oxygen also
stimulates skin blood circulation and achieves a visibly invigorating
skin moisturising effect, especially with sensitive skin.

